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Friday, December 20 of 2013

MESSAGE FOR THE SPECIAL APPARITION IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF FIGUEIRA, MG, BRAZIL,
TRANSMITTED BY THE MOST HOLY LADY OF FIGUEIRA TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS

Dear children:

Today a ray of healing that comes from Heaven is poured in Glory over the hearts that cry out for
liberation.  Today a Divine and Repairing Grace is poured over the souls that so much seek the
healing of the heart.  Today in joy and bliss the Lady of the Figueira returns to Her Holy Home to
consecrate in the world the first home that will embrace the most ill of soul and of heart so that My
Consecrated Ones, servers of service and of healing, may help to relieve the suffering.

The Lord has conceded the Grace of opening to the world a Source of spiritual healing that springs
from this Sacred Center, and in all this work My Immaculate Heart intercedes to watch over the
good hearts.

Today a new Divine Portal is opened over the Sacred Brother Pio House.  It takes this blessed name
so that the servers, as well as those who will be healed, may imitate the path of humility of heart of
Saint Pio; it will be humility that will permit that the spiritually sick humanity may be healed.

Heaven today gathers Its Angels and they celebrate the emergence of this Sacred Dwelling, which
will fight day and night so that the hearts that suffer the most may be relieved and may feel My
Peace.

For this, I deliver you to the protection, the shelter and the guidance of Saint Pio, faithful servant of
God; he who amidst His hands carried engraved the signs of the Passion of My Son.

Dear children of the fruitful Figueira, it is already the moment for the ripe fruit to be harvested from
the Tree of Wisdom, so that the souls that have not reached liberation of themselves may find the
help that they need.

The Lady of the Figueira announces to you today this special consecration; Heaven waits that this
Sacred House may heal the spirit of the ill and the wounded of heart because the world of science
has forgotten that true healing starts in the soul of each being.

The Sacred Brother Pio House must be a mirror of permanent prayer, that which may permit that the
Marian codes and the Christic codes silently heal all of those who may arrive there.  If this happens
in a true way, the universe will concede many Graces to those who seek for them in their interior.  I
Am Your Sacred Lady of the Figueira, I Am the Sun of the Universe that comes to the world to
remove it from obscurity and, for My children, I will accomplish the Will of My Lord.

I thank you dear children, for having answered to My call for the healing of humanity!

I bless you, I heal you and I forgive you,

Your Mother Mary, Lady of the Sacred Figueira
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Prayer of Gratitude

The Mother of Heaven summons Her children,
so that they may accomplish the Sacred Mission.

The Son of God pours out His Infinite Mercy
and all the soldiers awaken in the Holy Spirit.

We thank you Lord,
for Your Presence.

We honor and praise You always.

Amen.


